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What’s Inside?
Lesson Over view

In this interdisciplinary lesson, students will create
a journal collage of an animal that migrates. First,
students will assemble their journal and practice the
Elements and Principles of Design on the journal’s
inside pages. Afterwards, follow the step-by-step
guide to create your camouflaged journal
cover. This lesson is great for many ages and abilities. Follow along with the Ohio Fine Arts Standards
to create a beautiful, long-lasting keepsake.

Ohio Fine Arts Standards
1PR Demonstrate skill and expression in the use of art
techniques and processes.
2PR Use appropriate visual art vocabulary during
artmaking processes.
3PR Find and solve problems of personal relevance and
interest when developing artmaking ideas.
4PR Create artworks that demonstrate awareness of
two- and threedimensional space.
5PR Show increasing attention to the nuances of elements and principles of design when creating personal
works of art.
6PR Collaborate with others to create a work of art
that addresses an interdisciplinary theme.
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Art work

Looking for Balance by Taylor Robenalt
Toad World by Susan C. Ross
Sparrows In A Privet Hedge by Robert Morrow

Vocab Words

Journal: A place to record your ideas
Camouflage: The ability of animal to blend into the
background.
Pattern: A repeated decoration or design
Design: To create a composition of Elements and
Principles of Design
Zentangel: A metatative drawing exercisze that
promotes concentration and creativity
Texture: How something looks or feels
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Assembling a Journal
Start Here!

What is a Journal?
A journal is a place to record your ideas. It can be a
private or public platform. In your journal, you can
practice doodles, drawings, or notes. It is a place to
tell your story however you want!

Start Here!

Let your journal be an artistic outlet to get those
creative juices flowing!

Watch this video and
assemble your journal!
https://youtu.be/Je20if v7S6I

Steps!
1. Assemble your journal. Watch the video above!
2. Practice techniques and prompts inside your
journal. Reference pages 2-7 of this lesson for these!
3. Create your final project- Animal Camouflage
Journal Cover. Students will decorate the front
cover of their journal as they follow pages 8-10!
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Art History
Journal Prompt #1

Click on the art work or its title
to find more information!

Talk About It!

1.What is camouflage?
2. In each artwork, where do you see camouflage?
3. What is an animal that uses camouflage?

Find these art works and
more at the Canton Museum
of Art!

Toad World
Susan C. Ross

Teacher Answer Key
1. Camouflage-The ability of animal to
blend into the background.

Looking for Balance
Taylor Robenalt

Sparrows In A Privet Hedge
Robert Morrow

2. -Toad World- Texture and pattern make
the animals blend into the background
-Sparrows In A Privet Hedge-Texture,
pattern and color scheme cause the birds
create one composition that blends
together
-Looking for Balance- The blue bird hides
by blending into the grass on the rabbit’s
back.
3. Insects, butterflies, lizard, frog, octopus,
leopard, owl, seahorse & many more!
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Pattern
Journal Prompt #2

Journal Time!

Start Here!

Look around the room.
Where do you see pattern?
Are you wearing anything that has pattern?
Look closely, it could be the netting on your
shoes or the design on your shirt.
Have a class discussion.

1. Open your journal to page #1
2. Draw 6 squares
They don’t have to be perfect!
3. Create pattern in your blocks
Look around the room for reference or
create a pattern of your own. Use
repetition and design to create a pattern.
Think about it!
Your final project is creating an animal
camouflage journal cover. What kind
of patterns do difference animals have?
How do you draw them?

Types of Patterns
zig zag
scales
raindrops
swirl

circles
dots
squiggles
+ more!

Pattern: A repeated decoration or design.
Design: To create a composition of
Elements and Principles of design
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Zentangles
Journal Prompt #3

Materials

Permanent Marker
Paper

1. Draw a dot in each corner
of your paper. 4 dots total!

2. Connect the dots with a line.
You do not need to use a ruler!
Add a dot in the center of your
box.
3. Make an “S” shape across
your page. Intersect the line
with the dot in the middle of
the page.
4. Make an “S” shape going
across the paper the other way.

5. Create smaller sections using
different lines.
6. Add pattern in the
sections you have created!

What is a Zentangle?

A Zentangle is a meditative drawing exercise that promotes
concentration and creativity. Zentangles started with a monk named
Rick Roberts and an artist named Maria Thomas.
We will create a basic Zentangle design, but Zentangles come in all
shapes and sizes!
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Time for Texture
Journal Prompt #4

Texture: How something looks or feels
Steps
1. Cut out small squares.
2.Use different found
materials to create
texture.
3. Glue them in your
journal and lable them!

Drawing Texture
Hatching
Cross Hatching
Scumbling
Wavy Lines
Scales
Feathers
Stippling

Creating Texture with...
Acrylic Skins
Bubble Wrap
Texture Plates
Glue
Leaf Rubbing

Leaves
Confetti
Paper Cutouts
Foil
Texture Plates

Bubble Wrap

Steps
1. Make 6 squares
2. Fill in boxes with texture
that you can draw!

Glue

Glue Rubbing

Think About It!

1.What materials work best to
create texture?
2. How did you make a smooth
surface vs a bumpy surface?
3. What materials will you use
to make your animal?
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Mood Board
Journal Prompt #5
What is a Mood Board?

A mood board is a composition of text, pictures,
and samples. It is an organized collage that has one
theme. A mood board can show anything- fashion,
cooking, sports, words, textures, patterns, and more!

Composition: The way elements create a
cohesive work of art

Steps

1. Pick a color theme
2. Collect materials
3. Lay out your composition
4. Glue it down
5. Add Patterns
6. Add Texture
7. Finishing Details!

What Goes on A Mood Board?
Pattern Swatches
Color Theme
Magazine Clippings
Drawings

Word Phrases
Fabric Clippings
Textures
Patterns
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Acrylic Skins
You will use these acrylic skins on your journal cover!
Materials:
1 .Variety of Acrylic Paints
2. Nonstick Plate(Saran Wrap, Plastic , Bubble Wrap)
3. Toothpick

Step 1:
Squirt 3-4 colors of paint on
non-stick surface.
Make sure that your layer of
paint is thick enough to peel off.

Step 2:
Mix colors with a toothpick
Marble, cirss cross, or swirl
the paint.

Step 3:
Lay to dry for at least 1-2 days

Click the Video!

https://youtu.be/URaX1vSjQ5Q

What are Acrylic “Skins?”
An acrylic skin can be made from layering,
mixing, and drying out acrylic paint. Acrylic
skins can be used for all kinds of projects!
Acrylic skins can be used for collaging,
jewelry making, mosaic designs and much
more! The possibilities are endless!

Create Different Textures
with Acrylic Skins!
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Let’s Get Started!
Time to make your journal cover!

Now that the inside of your journal is beautiful, it’s time
to decorate the outside! You have officially mastered
the techniques of pattern, texture, color, and design. It’s
time to use them all! Click on the video below to see
how to decorate your journal covers. Then, follow the
“Step-By-Step” process on pages 9-10.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xtL1FhdiLrY
Materials:

Paper
Pencil
Watercolor
Paintbrush
Scrap Materials- Magazines, Scrap
Paper, Newspaper
Scissors
Glue
Materials for Texture (texture plates,
bubble wrap, pencils, glue, etc. See
page 5)
Materials for Pattern (See Page 3)
Acrylic Skins
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Step-by-Step
Journal Cover: Steps 1-3

1. Draw Your Animal
Choose an animal that uses camouflage.
Draw your animal on your journal cover.Your animal should
be in the foreground. Make the animal large and in the
center of the page. Refer to the video on Page 1 to learn
how to make a journal.

2. Pick a Color Theme
A color theme creates a ceratin mood!
Pick 3-4 colors.

3. Paint The Background
Use large brush strokes to create a watercolor
wash in the bacgkround. Think about what color
your animal will be camouflaging into.

3. Add Materials
Use magazines, newspapers, scrap papers to
create your image, Remember to stick to your
color theme and use a reference image.
After you have cut your materials out, place them
on your page and design your composition.
Glue them down with a glue stick!
Erase any pencil lines that are visable.
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Step-by-Step
Journal Cover: Steps 4-6

4. Texture
Use the texture techniques we practiced to create camouflage.You can use scrap materials like papertowls, bubble
wrap, or foil create texture or you can use a glue bottle, a
paintbrush, or texture plates. There are endless possibilites!
Be creative!
Introduce similar textures throughout your composition to
create camouflage!

5. Acrylic Skins
Peel or cut-up your acrylic skins. Place them
throughout your piece to show camouflage! Apply
with a glue bottle. For flaky, thin acrylic skins, apply
with a paintbrush.

5. Patter n
Create patterns throughout your collage by drawing or
painting small details.
Use markers, colored pencils or paint to create repeated patterns like scales, feathers, bark, grass, bubbles, and
more. Reference your pattern page for techniques.

6. Final Details !
Finish your collage with any extra details.
Outline your lines, splatter extra paint, add
ribbon! Ta da! Your jounral is complete!

